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C a p tain

A

S J T. M J R .

Dave Putnam

David Moore

Ste p s Down

to ca p tain

number of days ago I announced that
Dave Putnam had asked to step down
as captain of Duncan’s Company and return
to the ranks. Dave was promoted to the rank
of Captain in 2007 and has served steadily
and diligently in that role, while earning the
respect and admiration of fellow Yorkers
and other members of the re-enactment
society. He was always positive in his outlook, and was a Yorker through and through.
I will miss his steady and quiet demeanour
in the field, and his willingness to listen
to my complaints and frustrations with a
smile and a kind word. Thankfully, Dave
will not be a loss to Duncan’s Company, or
the Yorkers as he is stepping back into the
ranks, and he will be with us on many campaigns to come.
Lt. Colonel James

D

avid Moore our illustrious r.s.m.
will be promoted to the rank of
Captain in command of Duncan’s Company
and will take up his post at the conclusion of
the Schoharie event. Dave has served as the
Yorkers r.s.m. for what feels like an eternity, and has gathered a reputation as the
best r.s.m. in the hobby in North America.
He has not only performed as r.s.m. to the
Yorkers, but also the Northern Brigade, the
Provincial Brigade, and the British Brigade.
His knowledge of the regulations is exceptional and his command ability is legend
among his peers and superiors alike. I have
no doubt that Dave will carry his knowledge, ability, and sense of humour into his
new role as captain.
Lt. Colonel James

am plea sed to extend this official
invitation to our Stone Fort Days
Revolutionary War Encampment and
Reenactment, October 10 & 11, 2009. The
event is hosted by the 2nd Regiment,
Albany County Militia, John Osinski,
Commander. It is a Burning of the Valleys
Military Association (bvma) sponsored
event. Our goals for the event are:
• Present an experience that is educational
and entertaining for the public.
• Offer an experience that is fun and historically relevant to the reenactor.
• Commemorate the people and events
of the Lower (Old Stone) Fort and
its surroundings during the War for
Independence.
• Conduct an event that is safe for all.
• Generate income for the support and
improvement of this historic site and
museum.
For those of you who may not be familiar
with us, the event takes place on a 25-acre
site that includes the Old Stone Fort
Museum Complex. The fort itself was built
as a church in 1772 and stockaded in 1777
as one of a chain of fortifications along the
Schoharie Creek, on the frontier of Mohawk
territory. Known then as the Lower Fort, it
was garrisoned almost continuously, often
by Continental or State troops, and attacked
during the Johnson-Brant Raid in October,
1780. Although the stockade was removed
in 1785, the original building still stands and
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Burning

of the

Valleys

1780
has been a museum for 120 years, featuring
an extensive collection of military artifacts.
There is ample room for parking, camping and a large battlefield. The event
generally draws a thousand spectators and
is planned and organized by a committee that includes several reenactors. An
interesting program of day and evening
activities is always part of the event, including tactical demonstrations, period music
and dance, historical vignettes, and many
sutlers will be in attendance. Firewood,
water and straw are provided to reenactors
as well as discounts on Museum Store purchases and food, including a stew dinner
Saturday night.
Colonel John Osinski
2nd Regiment, Albany County Militia

Schoharie Sche d u l e

S at ur day
10:00 am - Opening ceremonies
11:00 am - Life in Lower Fort
11:30 am (approx) – Skirmish
1:00 pm - Indentured Servant/Slave auction
2:00 pm - Committee of Safety Meeting
3:00 pm – Battle
4:30 pm – Surgery
5:00 pm - Colonial Stew
- English Country Dance - public invite
& lessons
Dusk (approx. 7 pm) – Skirmish
7:30pm - Dance resumes
Sunday
8:30 am - Off-site tactical
11:00 am - Drumhead Church Service
Noon - Sale of Confiscated Goods
1:00 pm - Ladies' Tea Party
1:30 pm - Possible horse program
2:30 pm – Battle
4:00 pm – Raffle

O

n the morning of October 17, 1780
Sir John Johnson’s force of nearly 900
men exploded into the Schoharie Valley
with a vengeance. Those of you who have
been to Schoharie before will remember
that the valley is ablaze with spectacular Fall
colour at this time of year. Over the years
we have enjoyed many days of warm, bright,
sunny weather at this event. But on the first
day of the historic raid of 1780 it was cold,
bleak and overcast, with patches of sleet and
gale-like winds. And there was more ablaze
than just Fall colours, as winds fanned the
flames on the burning buildings and carried
dense clouds of smoke across the valley.
Johnson had a mixed contingent under
his command, with the Royal Yorkers

making up approximately one quarter of his
numbers. The Yorkers had 36 Grenadiers
under Captain John McDonell (Sotus), 49
Lights under Captain Samuel Anderson,
42 hatmen from Richard Duncan’s Coy, 39
from the Major’s Coy and 26 from Captain
Angus McDonell’s Coy. In addition to
the Yorkers there were Regulars from the
8th and 34th, Hesse Hanau Jaegers, various Provincials, including Butlers Rangers,
Leake’s Independent Coy and Indian Dept
troops, as well as a large contingent of Six
Nation warriors. Truly a force to be reckoned with.
The Schoharie Valley, although only 15
miles in length, was protected by three forts.
But Sir John was not there to capture forts.
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His mission was to destroy the recently harvested grain crop, the bread supply of the
Continental Army. So, before dawn that
morning his troops by-passed the Upper
Fort (at the southern end of the Valley) in
hopes of getting well into the region before
their presence was discovered. It was not to
be. The Valley was alarmed by the firing of
three cannon shots from the Upper Fort. Sir
John immediately released the hounds, with
orders to destroy all houses, barns, grain,
and livestock, only sparing the property of
known friends.
In Gavin Watt’s book, “The Burning
of the Valleys”, he relates many anecdotes
about the adventures and misadventures
of the men and women who experienced
the events of October 17, 1780. One of my
favourite stories took place during Sir John’s
attempt to bring about the surrender of the
Middle Fort at present day Middleburgh.
Gavin wrote:
“…Ordering the cease-fire of his [Sir
John’s] guns and muskets, he sent
Captain Andrew Thompson of Butler’s
forward with two men under a flag of
truce to summon the fort to surrender.
One man carried the white flag aloft,
while the green-coated Thompson
strode to one flank and a fifer on the
other played Yankee Doodle. One
might be sure that the choice of such
an air to signal a truce either entertained or infuriated the Massachusetts
men in the garrison, but it would not
have gone unnoticed. This offer was
made three times and on every occasion the courageous Thompson and his
two men were met by a lead ball snapping over their heads. What Sir John
could not have known was that discord
raged within the little fort. Woolsey
wanted to admit the flag and hear what
terms were going to be offered. None
of his officers, either of the Levies or
militia, agreed. While this discussion proceeded, Murphy [the sniper
who killed Simon Fraser at Saratoga],
abetted by Ellerson [a ranger who
had sniped at a British office during a sortie earlier in the day], both of
whom had reason to fear a summary
execution if taken by the raiders, took
it upon himself to fire at the advancing
Captain. Woolsey was understandably
incensed and demanded to know who
had the temerity to fire upon a flag of
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truce. One colourful account records
that Murphy retorted he would sooner
send a ball into the Major’s heart than
see a flag enter the fort. A postwar pension application by a participant in the
fort noted that Woolsey ordered the
arrest of Murphy and the officer who
was about to comply was prevented
from doing so by the rifleman’s friends.
Finding insufficient support amongst
his fellow officers, Woolsey is said to
have abdicated command to his junior,
Colonel Vrooman. Once the truce had
so obviously and firmly been refused,
Sir John ordered the artillery to recommence their firing, but it proved no
more effective than previously.”
Soon after this episode Sir John abandoned
his attempt to take the fort and refocused
his attention on the burning of buildings
and provisions in the region. At 3 p.m. he
assembled his force and moved north to
the town of Schoharie and the Lower Fort.
This is the area that we are most familiar with, having camped in the vicinity of
the Fort during previous Stone Fort Days.
“Stone Fort Days” refers to the limestone
church erected in 1772 by the High Dutch
Reformed faith. A stockade was built
around the church in 1777, enclosing an
acre of ground.
Sir John’s force arrived at the Lower
Fort at about 4 pm and after meeting limited opposition, moved on. Johnson knew
he had bigger fish to fry and had to keep

moving to avoid giving the rebels time to
concentrate a large enough force to oppose
him. The troops passed west of the fort and
the natives moved to the east. After crossing
Foxes Creek, Johnson’s men gathered on the
high ground near the brick house owned
by Loyalist, George Mann. Today, Mann’s
house is a fine eating establishment known
as the “Tory Tavern”.
And if that wasn’t enough for one day,
Gavin goes on to say, “The raiders continued for another six miles, destroying many
buildings en route and then halted to camp
near the junction of Fly and Schoharie
Creeks near Harman Sidney’s mills, which
were soon in flames. They had marched over
12 miles, fought several skirmishes, invested
a fort and created a conflagration beyond
imagination. For men who had already traversed a wilderness over rough trails and on
very short rations, it had been exhausting.
For their pains, a region capable of producing 80,000 bushels of grain per annum had
been totally laid waste.” And this was only
Day 1 of the raid.
If for no other reason, you should
plan to attend the Schoharie event on
October 10 & 11 to see where Sir John
and his men did some of their best and
most destructive work.
DWP
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Hubbarton

Pre s entation

R

F

u ll moon was waning o’er the Grants
Paine’s men came to give what for and then,
To the Whiggish rebel hordes
Who could never defeat Sir John’s men.
‘Gainst Captain Paine of elegant firelock
Serjeant Putnam of concussive command,
And old McGeachie’s art, such rebels as these
Could not dream to defeat Sir John’s men.
In baleful gloom, old Washington’s men
Met in artful council to apprehend,
How miserable rubes with ill-made arms
Might ever defeat Sir John’s men.
When battle was joined, black powder burned
and at rebel breasts bayonets bent;
Fleeing the field, the Whigs did wonder
How they might still defeat Sir John’s men.
Hearing blast of powder, and clash of steel
Nature from her sleep, awoke in her den;
Then conspired with devious rebel louts
How she might help them defeat Sir John’s men.
From dark storm clouds thunder boomed,
Lightning flashed, and rain did vent;
A new Nile flowed through their hillside camp
As Neptune, himself, attacked Sir John’s men.
In rain-soaked coats, Paine’s men broke ranks,
And many a man abandoned his friend;
But muddied rube farmers mired the escape
Of Sir John’s ne’er before beaten men.
Like Paschendaele’s swamps, the mire stuck
them quick,
And Paine’s men were trapped, on the side of
the glen;
Mud piled higher, and still higher again,
Up to the waists, of Sir John’s men.
With gnashing of teeth and wringing of clothes
Captain Paine allowed Nature’s sly gain;
But next year, Herkimer’s boats will attend
at the Grants
So Sir John’s men will ne’er drown again.
Pvt. “Robbie” Stewart
Singleton’s Coy

How much further to the parking lot?"
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A

t the Rose House event on Saturday,
September 19 a new baldrick or sash
was presented to Drum Major Mike Putnam
and the Loyalist Fife & Drum Corp.
A baldrick is a wide ornamental belt that is
worn over the right shoulder to support a
sword or bugle by the left hip.
This gift had been a topic of discussion for
some time amongst retired fifers and drummers of the King’s Royal Yorkers, including
Robert Stewart, Chris Laverton, Paul
Fortier, Kevin Hebib, Gavin Watt Jr., Peter
Alexander, Mark Hodge and others. They all
agreed it would be a nice gesture to present
this to Mike, Andrea (Fred) and the lf&d as
a token of their appreciation for successfully
reviving military fifing and drumming in the
Northern Brigade. Although Robert Stewart
was the driving force behind the design and
acquisition of the baldrick, it is considered
that the presentation was from the alumni of
the Yorker Drums.
For corps of drums, drum major’s sashes
really stand in the place of an infantry battalion’s colours or a cavalry regiment’s
guidon. Although military embroidery
continues today, it reached its zenith in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth century.
Most infantry regiments had colours with
painted details and ancient emblems, but
the really prestigious ones had embroidered
colours. In the late eighteenth century, this
penchant for embroidery extended to drum
major’s sashes, which originated as the
shoulder belt of the drum major’s sword.
One suspects that a loyalist regiment probably did not have embroidered drum major’s
sashes, but they are certainly typical of regular regiments.
The heraldry on Drum Major Putnam’s
sash is straightforward. The royal cipher
of King George III is surmounted by His

Majesty’s crown. The crown is similar
to Queen Elizabeth II’s crown, but the
observant will note that there is extra ornamentation on the arches which lead to the
central mounting of the cross. The garter
is symbolic of loyalty to the Crown, and
has written on it Honi Soit Qui Mal Y
Pense, which remains to this day the heraldic motto of the monarch. It translates
as “Evil to Him Who Thinks Badly of
Me”. Within the garter, the cipher is simply a stylized GR3. The source of the design
for the whole royal cipher was an engraved
brass cannon at the Tower of London.
The drum beneath the cipher is self-explanatory. Drum Major Putnam plays the drums.
Beneath the drum are the battle honours
of the Loyalist Fifes and Drums. Since the
lf&d were intended as the corps of drums
of a symbolic loyalist regiment operating from Canada, Gavin Watt and Robert
Stewart concluded it would be appropriate to include significant battle honours
of various loyalist regiments which operated from Canada. Thus, Ticonderoga
recalls the recapture of Fort Ticonderoga by
Burgoyne’s Army in 1777, and Hubbardton
recalls that battle later the same year.
Jessup’s Corps participated in both actions.
Oriskany recalls the King’s Royal Yorkers’
victory, and the Great Burning refers to
Major Carleton’s expedition from Crown
Point to lay waste the area south of Lake
Champlain in 1780. Sandusky was a victory
of Butler’s Rangers and the Crown’s native
allies in Ohio in 1782, and Blue Licks was
a victory of Butler’s Rangers in what is now
Kentucky later the same year. It was also the
last major battle of the War.
This is truly an thing of beauty, which will
no doubt be worn with pride by the Drum
Major of the lf&d.
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Stan d ing O r d er s for

Mounting Guards



Posting Sentries
On Saturday morning at the Prescott
event Cpl Robert Stewart delivered
a lecture to the troops on the mounting of
guards and posting of sentries. The text
of his talk follows:

I

n carrying out his duties, a… sentry has
the opportunity of helping very materially towards maintaining the good name of
his regiment. The state of the discipline in
a regiment can fairly accurately be gauged
by the manner in which its guard duties are
performed and by the smartness with which
the sentries walk their posts and salute.
King’s Regulations
Mounting G uar d s

The Company shall provide two sections for
guard duties. These will be told off by the
company duty nco on the Friday evening

or, at the latest, at tent inspection on the
Saturday morning.
Immediately following tent inspection on
the Saturday morning, the first guard will
fall in. The guard will then be inspected by
the company duty nco. He will then stand
the first guard at ease and request the rsm
to inspect the guard. Bayonets will be fixed
and the men will come to the shoulder firelocks position.
Upon the completion of the rsm’s
inspection, the rsm denotes the best
turned-out man and he is fallen out to act
as the duty officer’s orderly man for the
day. The balance of the guard then presents arms. The Adjutant then attends to
inspect. He may inspect personally if he
wishes, but usually will simply ask the rsm
if the guard is correct. The rsm will report
“Guard correct, sir!”.
If any sentries are required by the Adjutant,
same are now mounted. Otherwise, the
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guard is fallen out but remains embodied
as the Regiment’s Guard for the day. The
members of the guard may be turned out for
inspection from time-to-time or to provide
sentries. They are not to leave camp without
first advising the company duty nco. The
best-turned out man is excused sentry duty
for the shift.
All of the guard should be informed of
the day’s countersign, if any, which will be
fixed by the Adjutant.
C hanging the G uar d

On the Sunday morning following tent
inspection, the second guard section prepares to take its turn as the Regiment,s
guard. It will be inspected in the same manner as set out above. It will be informed of
the day’s countersign, if any, to be set by the
Adjutant.
Upon the rsm reporting that the guard
is correct to the Adjutant, the old guard
forms facing outwards from the front of
the camp or guardhouse. The new guard
marches to face the old guard at a distance of 15 paces. If this is not possible
given the constraints of space, the new
guard forms facing the same direction
as the old guard but six paces to the old
guard’s left. Both old and new guard will
stand at the shoulder firelocks position
with bayonets fixed.
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The old guard will present arms. The new
guard will present arms. The duty ncos
accompanying will also present arms with
their respective guard sections. Both guards
will then shoulder and then order firelocks.
Both guards will then stand at ease.
If the old guard has sentries posted, the
new guard will march off to relieve them
accompanied by the duty nco of the old
guard. As the old guard sentries are relieved,
they are marched off by the duty nco of the
old guard. Once the rounds are completed,
they return to the front of the camp or
guardhouse. Again, old guard faces out, and
the remnants of the new guard face in.
The new guard presents arms, and the old
guard marches off. The duty nco of the new
guard then has the new guard shoulder and
order firelocks, then falls them out. As was
the case with the first guard posted, if sentries are required by the Adjutant, the new
guard provides them. From time-to-time
they may be fallen in. Otherwise, they are
turned loose except they should not leave
camp without first advising their duty nco.

Dutie s of Sentrie s an d
C ha l l enging

The duties of the sentry are described in
King’s Regulations as follows:
a.	To take care of all camp property in
view of his post, and to allow none to
be removed or touched except by an
authorized person.
b.	To inquire the business of anyone not
connected with the camp who may
try to enter the lines, and, if necessary,
direct the latter to the guard-tent or call
the commander of the guard.

C hanging Sentrie s

Relief parties of three or fewer men will
march in one rank. Relief parties of four
or more men will march in two ranks. The
duty nco will be to the right of the right
marker, but if there are an odd number of
sentries, the file behind the duty nco will
be filled by the odd man.
As the relief party from the guard section on duty approaches, the old sentry will
march to the closest point on his beat and
halt, all the while at the shoulder firelocks
position.
The relief party will halt at six paces from
the old sentry on the command “Relief,
halt”. After a mere moment’s hesitation, the
new sentry will step forward and fall in to
the left of the old sentry, facing in the same
direction. If there are orders or instructions
to be conveyed, the duty nco of the relief
party will direct the old sentry to state them
and ask the new sentry to repeat them.
On the command, “Pass”, the old sentry
steps forward and fills the place in the relief
party vacated by the new sentry. The new
sentry will move two paces to the right to
fill the space vacated by the old sentry.
On the command, “Relief, quick...March”
the relief party marches off.
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c.	To allow no one to loiter about on his
beat.
d.	To allow no man to leave camp improperly dressed.
e.	To report to the commander of the
guard if he sees any suspicious characters enter the lines.
f.	To challenge all persons approaching
his post after dark, and not to allow
them to pass unless he is satisfied that
they have a right to be there.
g.	To take the name of any man passing his
post to go to the latrine after dark, and
report to the commander of the guard if
the man is away an unnecessarily long
time.
h.	If there is a fire or any disturbance in
camp, to immediately alarm the guard.
i.	If there is any talking or noise in any of
the tents after Lights out, except in the
tents of those who have special permission, to report the matter to the
commander of the guard.

j.	To pay proper compliments.
l.	To turn out the guard on the different
occasions already specified.
m.	When posted over the guard-tent he
will, if there is time, warn the guard that
they must turn out, by stating in a low
tone of voice, “Stand by the guard”. He
will then give the order: “Turn out the
guard”, in a loud voice. This will help to
insure that the guard turns out together.
n.	When posted over special places, such
as the officer’s lines or near water-taps,
etc. he will receive special orders.
When a sentry is visited by the captain or
subaltern of the day he must be prepared to
repeat his orders and know what his duty is.
A sentry’s front is away from the camp or
property which he is guarding. When turning about at the end of his beat, a sentry will
turn outwards, i.e. towards his front.
In addition, armed sentries salute by presenting arms to all officers in uniform above
the rank of captain and to armed parties
between reveille and retreat.
At night, sentries challenge approaching persons by calling out, “Halt! Who goes
there?” If the sentry is in danger of being
rushed by the approaching person or persons, he may present and point his firelock
at the interloper. If the interloper answers to
the sentry’s satisfaction, the sentry responds
by saying “Pass, friend; all’s wel”l and allows
the interloper to pass.
If there is a countersign required to pass
the sentry’s post, after the interloper has
identified himself, the sentry will call out,
“Advance, one, and give the countersign”. If
more than one interloper begins to advance,
the sentry may sound the alarm. If only one
interloper advances, he should be permitted
to come to speaking distance and will then
provide the countersign. If the countersign
is correct, the sentry shall say “Pass, friend;
all’s well” and allow the interloper to pass.
Cpl Robert Stewart
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H

ere is a superb review of “With
Zeal and With Bayonets Only.”
Note – the reviewer seems to be a Canadian.
In any event, he ‘works’ at the Canadian
Forces College. I think this book is the most
important study of the war for America that
has ever been written, so the more promotion it gets, the better.
Gavin Watt

Matthew H. Spring. With Zeal and
With Bayonets Only: The British Army
on Campaign in North America, 17751783. Norman University of Oklahoma
Press, 2008. Reviewed by Ian McCulloch
(Canadian Forces College)
With the deftness and sureness of a bayonet stroke, British historian Matthew H.
Spring’s new book skewers the long-held,
and largely Hollywood induced, portrayal of
the British Army as a tactically inept force
when faced by intrepid Patriots during the
American War for Independence. Already a
winner of the American Revolution Round
Table of Philadelphia’s Thomas Fleming
Book Award for the Outstanding
Revolutionary War Era Book of 2008, I
heartily recommend this book to all scholars, students, and enthusiasts of the period.
“With Zeal and With Bayonets” is, quite
literally, a masterpiece of analysis, well
researched, well argued, and well written. It is the first book I know of that truly
captures the essence of the operational
and tactical levels of war in the eighteenth
century. Not only do I believe it to be an
instant seminal classic, and required reading for any scholar contemplating writing
campaign history or a battle monograph
of the period in the future, but it is equally
suitable as a case study on insurgency
warfare for any modern day staff college

pondering the challenges of conventional
warfare versus asymmetric warfare. It is just
that outstanding.
The book opens with a superb discussion and mission analysis of the strategic
problems presented by the insurgency in
America, and the three operational military objectives given to the British Army.
The three objectives were: to defeat and
disperse the rebels’ conventional military
forces; to encourage the populace to cease
supporting Congress’s war effort, and even
to transpose that support to the Crown; and
finally, to induce the rebel leadership to give
up the armed struggle in favor of a political
settlement.
In his analysis, Spring shows clearly
that British military leadership understood that it was paramount to neutralize
the rebels’ military forces either by kinetic
or non-kinetic action in order to: reestablish control over American territory,
persuade the rebel leadership to abandon the goal of independence in favor of a
negotiated political settlement, and encourage the colonial population at large to
withdraw its support for the rebellion.
The center of gravity was thus assessed to
be overwhelming military success against
the Continental Army. If the source of the
insurgency’s military power could be neutralized or destroyed, it was believed that

all the operational objectives could be easily
achieved and strategic victory assured.
Spring then examines a number of
operational constraints that were imposed
externally or inherent in the nature of the
insurgency, thus limiting the operational
capabilities of the British Army in its
quest to bring the elusive Continental and
militia troops to battle. Spring identifies
five key factors that “made it extraordinarily difficult for British commanders
in America to secure the kind of battlefield engagement in which they sought to
neutralize the rebels’ military forces” (p.
48). Each can be tied directly back to one,
or all three, of the operational objectives.
First, the British had to cautiously avoid
being beaten in tactical engagements by
the rebels early on in the insurgency in
order to avoid the operational effect of giving the rebel cause hope, and galvanizing
recruitment and popular support. Second,
their limited manpower resources prevented them from exposing their troops
unnecessarily to extensive campaign hardships or wasteful attritional battles with
frontal style tactics. Third, logistical considerations (particularly their dependence
on the Royal Navy to supply them from
water and efficient land convoys) in Spring’s
own words, “grievously limited their field
armies’ mobility” (p. 48). Fourth, the British
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Army had an inadequate intelligence picture with which to prosecute effective
operations. That is, there were few accurate
topographical maps, and obtaining accurate information on enemy movements and
dispositions from a primarily hostile population was practically insurmountable. Finally,
the terrain (the all important ground) was
rugged and underdeveloped, with limited
road systems. It favored the defense, and
thus enabled rebel defenders to pick their
ground, and to shun unwanted major decisive engagements.
Spring has fascinating follow-on chapters dealing with grand tactics, march
and deployment, the advance, detailed
discussions of morale and motivation,
battalion command, firepower, the psychology of the bayonet charge, and the
complexities of bush-fighting. Among
the many interesting themes of this
study to emerge is Spring’s description of
the almost Darwinian approach of Britain’s
“American Army” to adapt and evolve in
order to survive the North American environment and fight the rebels on their own
terms. For example, light infantry and bushfighting skills that had been developed and
refined by the British during the Seven
Years’ War were all but lost when these
elite troops (best suited to act as a potent
“gendermarie” on the fringes of a wild and
unpredictable frontier) were disbanded.
By the middle of the war, however, the intheater British light infantry had reinvented
itself and, along with light cavalry, had
become the equal or betters of the American
sharpshooters and mounted infantry. Major
General John F.C. Fuller wrote that “during the last three years of [the Revolution]
the English had so well adapted themselves
to its nature, that they were in no way inferior to their opponents.” Despite both sides
developing a good light infantry capability, by contrast it was George Washington’s
Continental Army, assisted by French
troops and the French Navy using standard
European tactics and siege warfare of the
day, that finally defeated the British Army
strategically in North America.
To a large extent, the British tactical
system of the 1770s, which conventionally
favored mass and concentrated firepower in
a European context, was replaced in America
with an ad hoc system that emphasized
maneuver and speed. While the credo of
the modern infantry today remains “to close

the yorker courant
with and destroy the enemy,” it could be said
that such a maxim historically stems from
the eighteenth-century tactical experience of the Redcoat in North America.
Spring contends that the British Army’s
“American” attack doctrine stressed the indirect approach -- maneuvering onto a flank
and attacking with “zeal” and “cold steel” –
rather than relying on the old stand-by of

wearing down one’s opponent with heavy
volleys of fire until one side gave way. By utilizing open order formations, and crossing
the last lethal fifty yards at the double, the
British quickly found they could minimize
casualties from an adversary who was usually covered by strong defensive positions,
and particularly well entrenched. This type
of agile maneuver, however, required highly
fit, highly motivated, and well-trained men
led by bright, dynamic leaders.
Using a wealth of primary sources,
Spring shows us that indeed this was the
case, his narrative studded with firsthand
accounts of the British soldiery, officers
and other ranks, that experienced the face
of battle in tracts of forest-bordered fields
or hilly terrain. The methods they devised
to maximize their combat power and minimize casualties were honed to such a point
that sometimes elite troops, such as light
infantry and grenadier battalions, were
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the only portion of the main British force
to engage the enemy before he gave way.
Colonel David Dundas, writing a few years
after the war, cautioned that the “loose
and irregular system of [British] infantry”
was only possible because of “the very small
proportion of cavalry employed in the
American wars.” If the Americans had had
heavy cavalry typical of the European theater of war, the British, he acknowledged,
would have been forced to move with more
“concert and circumspection” (p. 138).
This ad hoc tactical system specific to
America worked well initially, but typically, the rebels would choose the ground on
which they were willing to fight, and would
always have a secure escape route. Despite
many tactical victories, the British Army in
America was never able to engage decisively
the American rebel forces, or effectively
pursue them to prevent them from reforming and returning to the fray. This was an
operational failure. By 1781, the Americans
had perfected their own tactical system,
which saw them protecting their flanks, and
echeloning their firepower in depth in order
to absorb and blunt the shock and “zeal” of
the British troops. By the end of the war,
the Continental Army’s best soldiers could
meet the king’s regiments on the open battlefield on more or less equal terms.
This final tactical stalemate imposed
on British field commanders soon had an
impact on their operational constraint of
minimizing casualties (manpower) and,
coupled with the constraints they consistently faced with regard to operational
level logistics and their limited intelligence
capabilities, negated any chance British
leaders ever had of achieving any of their
operational objectives.
Simply stated, Spring’s work is a tour de
force with wide appeal to specialists,students,
academics, and the general public alike. He
is to be commended for producing what I
think is, hands down, the finest and most
fascinating study of the tactical evolution
of the British Army during the American
War of Independence to date. It is just that
outstanding. If only another author would
now commit to do the same thing for
George Washington’s Continental Army,
explaining how it campaigned operationally in the field, better military history for
this important insurgency of the eighteenth
century would abound!
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Quotes
fro m a Provincia l

Orderly Book

R
O

rderly Books are an excellent source of information concerning
the day to day life of the soldier, and the
administrative matters relating to the running of a regiment. The following excerpts
are taken from Brigadier General Oliver
De Lancey’s orderly books during the year
1777. De Lancey had three battalions of
Loyalists and Provincial Troops under his
command and during this period served in
and around New York / Long Island.
nov 23, 1 7 7 6 – As it is more than probable that many of our Soldiers never have
heard nor seen the Articles of War & that
some of them are Ignorant of the severe
penalties to which they may subject themselves by breach of said Articles it is thought
expedient & is Accordingly Ordered, that
the Articles of War be read once a Week on
the Parade to the Men.
feb 4, 1 7 7 7 – Regularly & greater attention to Cleanliness are not only required
but are essential to health – The Barracks in
General are reported to want fresh & Clean
Straw an unpardonable neglect this.
feb 25 – It is his Order that the Officers
& Soldiers do not Suffer the Fences of the
Inhabitants to be Destroyed as they Shall
answer for the Disobedience of this Order.
mar 24 – The Commander in Chief being
desirous that the provincial Forces should
be put on the most respectable Footing
& according to his first Intention to be
Composed of his Majestys Loyal American
Subjects has Directed that all Negroes
Mulattoes & other Improper Persons who
have been admitted into this Corp may be
Immediately Discharged.
mar 28 – The Quarter Master will receive
from each Officer Commanding Companies
Three pence for each Blanket Coat & three
pence for every pair of Trowsers made for
the Men of their respective Companies in
Order that the Money as soon as Collected
may be distributed among the Taylors in

Proportion to the Work they have done in
Making up Said Coats & Trowsers.
mar 3 1 – No man is to presume to Recruit
for the provincial Corps without a Warrant
and no Warrant to be granted but by permission of the Commander in Chief.
apr 6 – The Commanding officers of
Companies See the men of their Respective
Companies immediately furnished with
Razors, Combs, Shoe Brushes and other
matters requisite to keep the men always in
a decent & respect’e soldier Like Condition
which is not only expect’d but Required
under the Severest penalty.
apr 20 – Notwithstanding that the Major
has repeatedly forbid the evil of Gambling
amongst the men – he yet finds to his great
displeasure that that visious practice is frequently put in execution which too often
has proved the distruction of Many good
Soldiers, he therefore orders that no man
Shall be guilty of the like in future and
Should any Non Commisioned officer
Connive at disobedience of this Order he
Shall be tried for Contempt of the Same
and punished agreeable to the Sentence of
a Court Martial.
may 23 – Officers Commanding
Companies will Make up their Mens
Accounts to the 24th Instant – see them
Immediately furnished with three sufficient Shirts two good pair of Stockings &
two good pair of Shoes and then pay them
whatever Balance may be due them to the
above period.
may 24 – When Soldiers come off duty
with Loaded Musquets, they are to be
drawn, but when that cannot be done an

Officer is to see the Men discharge their
pieces in the Rear of the Camp and in such
a direction that no accident may happen.
july 1 1 – The Inhabitants to be paid for
every thing they supply the Camp, and no
article to be forced from them but to the
satisfaction of the Owner – The Horses
belonging to the Off ’rs &c are not to be
forced into the Inhabitants Pastures before
agreed for / except in such Grounds not
being fit to Mow which have been deserted
by the Owners who are at present in
Rebellion.
aug 19 – Officers are requested to attend
to the Injury their Men are doing the
Inhabitants by plundering their Gardens
and destroying their new Hay by bringing it
into Camp &c to lay on.
nov 7 – More punctual Attendance is
required of the Officers at times of parade
in future then has hitherto been observed –
No Officer to be absent without previously
Acquainting the Commanding Officer of
the Batt’n with a cause of his absence.
dec 19 – Spruce Beer will be Issued to
the Troops at the Kings Brewery in New
York from and after Monday next the 22’d
Instant.
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— Letters to the Editor —
J u s t Si x More Y ear s

On the Sunday at Newtown the Padre,
Neil Thomsen, gave a sermon on the chosen people’s 40 years in the wilderness. He
mentioned the trials and tribulations that
they had gone through at the hands of their
enemies. He also mentioned that after 40
years they reached the Promised Land. I
thought it should be pointed out that the
krrny was raised in 1975 by Gavin Watt
and has struggled against their foes for 34
years. Therefore my interpretation of the
padre’s sermon is that the rebellion has only
6 years to go (and judging by the current
state of their economy and politics it will
be lucky to make 6) before we get back the
Promised Land. Obviously, since we left in
1783 there will be quite a bit of tidying up
to do.
Sjt Mjr Moore

— Links —

Marriage Lea d s to
Pro m otion

It was not noted in an earlier issue of the
Courant that the wedding of Matt Liness
to the charming and lovely Marie was a
near run thing due to the raising of a legal
impediment by Captain Lawrence of the
Grenadier Company. Specifically, his objection to this marriage was that Marie is too
good a woman to be married to a private
soldier. Fortunately the impediment was
promptly removed when Matt was offered
and accepted his corporal’s epaulet, which it
must be noted, had not been affixed to his
uniform in time for the Prescott event.
A.L.

N ewtown Photo s

Here is a really nice site with some Newtown photos. Actually, there are quite a few Yorker
shots. Unfortunately, it is a commercial site with the photos for sale, but they are nice.
http://www.americanrevolutionphotos.com/p64683079
Bill Boggess
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